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single player campaign. you play as sonic, you must rescue amy from doctor
eggman's clutches. and you must do it all while playing as your girlfriend, amy.

on the road and while jumping from platform to platform, keep a watchful eye on
her while she plays air hockey against dr. eggman. you'll get to see a few of the

good things you never knew sonic was into, like boobs (don't worry, he loves
them) and blowjobs (no, you didn't misread that). you'll get to watch him go

down on amy and have a live girl/girl experience. hedgehog's will be there to give
you advice and hints so you don't get stuck too bad. you can save your game

anytime. this game is part of the angel bunny series and takes place before amy
and cream's first meeting. the second game in the series, and the first time you

can play as cream as well as sonic. this game is pretty heavy on the dialog, but is
completely playable. it has a storyline, you can save anytime, some minor

glitches and some minor bugs...more [update]: the new version was in my dream
last night. except now it's a nightmare. big time. i don't wanna know what's going

to happen. i actually want to see this one through, but i feel there's too many
fucking faces around. and my computer keeps telling me the game's corrupting. i

don't get it. i actually like some of those faces. what's the matter with you
people? this is a type of game that takes time to play. i know i'm being a

dumbass about it all, but i can't fucking help it. this game is mostly about having
fun and exploring. you can even save your game. the only evil thing about this
game is that it can corrupt your hard drive and you don't get a refund. if that's
unacceptable, then i'm really sorry. i've got lots of other games to play. i really

like this game. it's funny and has good graphics. it's about a guy that can not see
the girl he likes, but he has sex with all the girl he likes. so he sees, and talks, to
all the girls on the way to work. (this is in a way pretty much like other games,

like mario, sonic, etc).
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moving on, theres a bathroom, a garage, and a downstairs storage area. theres a few
points in the game that you can enter the garage, and you do for either fuck time or

escape room time. however, it?s locked on a strange whim. theres a toaster on the kitchen
wall, which i?ll explain later. an interesting memory, the toaster is one of the few things

that you see throughout the game, and are likely able to open your options list if you find
the lock on the garage. the lock is pretty straight forward, but sometimes its not so easy to
get to. other than that, theres an extra room that you can go to, and it?s just a table with a

few drawers. it?s also a lot of fetch. there are always crates to be opened, lights to be
turned on and off, flowers to be filled, milk bottles to be opened, and vases to be filled.
there is a list of every object you can move, and later on in the game you have to go

through a route that involves moving every single object in the house without breaking
anything. i cant express how i get to do with this game. the best visual novel i've played so
far on the internet. as the story goes, you play as sonic as he tries to get to the bottom of
what's going on with cream. you go through all kinds of funny situations with cream and
her friends. it's a great story, a lot of fun, and i enjoyed just playing through it. cream is

hilarious, and you get to meet a few of her friends along the way. i hope you will enjoy the
game! this is a new game for sonic the hedgehog as you play as sonic in a game version as
you babysit cream, a popular side character from the series. there are some issues with it
as some of the pix and cgs's (cameras) dont show up properly or line up with each other

properly but other than that i can only dream of a game like this. 5ec8ef588b
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